
Session Time: 
30 minutes

Suggested Charge 
per Treatment: 

$60- $100

Cost per Treatment: 
$8.50

Treatment: $2.50 
plus take home 
product: $6.00

Supplies: 
Bon Vital’

 Coconut Oil 
Bon Vital’ Serenity 

Essential Oil
Bon Vital’ Serenity 

Essential Oil Roll-on
Small bottle with a   

flip up spout to apply 
the oil to the hair 

Oil warmer or small 
bowl of warm water  

to warm oil
Towels

Home Care: 
Bon Vital’ 100% Pure 
Essential Oil Serenity 

Synergistic Blend 
Roll-on

Serenity Hot Oil Scalp Ritual

T R E A T M E N T  O F  T H E  M O N T H

K E Y  I N G R E D I E N T S

Coconut Oil Lavender Orange Tangerine Rosewood Rose Geranium Chamomile

Serenity Hot Oil Scalp Ritual created by Robyn L Green RMT and Lynda Solien-Wolfe, LMT

F E A T U R E D
P R O D U C T S 

Bon Vital’ 100% Pure Essential Oil 
Serenity Synergistic Blend

Bon Vital’ Coconut 
Massage Oil

Bon Vital’ 100% Pure 
Essential Oil Serenity 

Synergistic Blend Roll-on

Aromatherapy recipe: 
20 drops of Bon Vital’ Serenity Synergistic Blend with 2 oz. of Bon Vital’ Coconut Oil 

The deeply relaxing Serenity Hot Oil Scalp Ritual is 30 minutes of bliss. This treatment 
includes a scalp massage using Bon Vital’ Coconut Oil infused with Serenity Essential Oil 

blend, which is warmed to perfection in order to relax the senses. The face, neck, and 
scalp are treated to a soothing massage to help completely let go of stresses!



1. Begin with client in a supine position with clean towel under their head. 
2. Take a small amount of Bon Vital’® Serenity Massage Oil Blend.  Rub it in your hands, have your client take 3 deep 

breaths while holding your hands above the clients face, so that they inhale the wonderful aroma. 
3. Start by pressing down on your client’s shoulders towards their feet in a rhythmic fashion.
4. It is now time to add some warm Bon Vital’ Coconut Oil.  First place some of the oil in your hand to test the 

temperature.  Then apply gently to your client’s shoulders and décolleté (lower neck line) area using effleurage strokes 
bringing the oil right up the neck, stroking through the hair. You will want to do this a few times to introduce the oil into 
the hair.

5. This is a great time to start your face massage, remembering Bon Vital’ Coconut Oil is great to use on the face. With a 
light amount of oil still on your hands, draw your hands up the neck, in a gentle but firm effleurage stroke to the jaw line.

6. Use the pads of your fingers and run along the jaw line to the center of the chin, around the mouth, up over the nose 
and finish on the forehead. Use a gentle downward compression on the forehead. Slide your fingers outward to the 
temporal area.

7. Not breaking contact with the face, lightly slide your fingers back down to the jaw line. Begin fingertip kneading in a 
circular motion for the chin area moving upwards through the face. Remain aware of your pressure, hand placement 
and the flow of the treatment.  

8. You can finish the face portion of this massage with some gentle vibrations.
9. Now take your bottle of warm oil and applying moderate amounts of your Coconut Oil blend to the hair and scalp.  

Make sure you apply to the entire head and scalp. Don’t be afraid to use a generous amount, coconut oil is great for 
skin and hair.

10.  Using effleurage strokes, work the oil gently into the hair by raking your fingers in long slow strokes from the hairline to 
the ends of the hair for even saturation.

11.  Using a circular motion and applying some deeper pressure with your finger tips (always watching your clients face for 
pain cues), start on the scalp from the top center on the hairline to the back of the head, in small sections, moving your 
way from the top of the head to the back of the head.  Return again to the front hair line 
slightly lateral to where you started and continue to the back of the head.  Repeat until you 
have covered the entire scalp. When it comes time, rest the clients head. Rotated gently 
in your one hand and work on the area of the head that was not accessible earlier, repeat 
for the other side. Remember to include the temporal and ear areas.  It is also great to add 
gentle ear pulling at this time.  

12.  Use a relaxing effleurage stroke in between techniques, like gentle finger raking of the hair.
13.  Use your finger tips to apply a downward pressure.  Starting on the scalp from the top 

center on the hairline to the back of the head.  In small sections, moving your way from the 
top of the head to the back of the head.  Return again to the front hair line slightly lateral to 
where you started and continue to the back of the head.  Repeat until you have covered the 
entire scalp. When it comes time, rest the clients head.  Rotated gently in your one hand 
and work on the area of the head that was not accessible earlier, repeat for the other side.

14.  Wrap face in a Serenity Oil infused, warm towel. 
15.  Remove towel from face and place on head using some gentle compressions.
16.  Remove the towel and place hands on either side of lower neck.  Glide up the neck 

finishing with some gentle traction. 
17.  Take the Serenity Blend Roll-on and put on their wrists and send them home with it to 

continue the path of serenity.
18.  Serve client a cup of chamomile tea.

Special Notes: This is a great stand-alone treatment or could be incorporated with a foot treatment or full body massage. 
You can use room temperature oil with this treatment.
Contraindications: General contraindications that apply to the head and face including contusions, open wounds and skin 
infections also general massage contraindications.

T R E A T M E N T  P R O T O C O L
Serenity Hot Oil Scalp Ritual


